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Discrimination Charges Rock Campus
By Brett Peruzzi

Photo: Brett Peruzzi

BSC Board of Trustees at meeting Wednesday night.

The only black on the BSC
Board of Trustees resigned
Monday in protest over what
he said .were discriminatory
appointment policies favoring white males being practiced by the college.
Trustee Paul James, the
president of Solar Electrical
Contracting Co. fn ·_.Westwood, withdrew his resignation on Tuesday after
assurances that BSC would
follow affirmative action policies in filling two vacant positions in the administration.
More than two dozen
women faculty members protested at a Trustee subcommittee meeting Monday
morning to object to the
nomination of Edward Meaney, presently Director of
Personnel at BSC, to the
position of Executive Vice
President. Kenneth Howe, a

Dorm Fees
Rise $110

member of the biology
faculty, was also recomBy Robert Flynn
mended by President Rondileau for the position of Dean
The BSC Board of Trustees
of Graduate Studies.
passed two measures WedIn December, the Trustees
nesday night that will cost
appointed Dr. Robert Dileach residence student a
lman, chairperson of the
total of one hundred and ten
Earth Sciences and Geodollars more per yea~ to live
graphy Department, to the
on campus.This change will
position of Vice President of
go into effect next semester.
Academic Affairs. At that
One hundred dollars of the
time James issued a statement criticizing President cost hike was blamed on rising
inflation.
The
last
Rondileau and the Trustees
increase of this kind was
for failing to follow affirmamade three years ago,
tive action policies.
according to Stephen Merlin,
On Tuesday, articles on
James' resignation appeared · acting chairman of the Board
in The Boston Globe, the of Trustees.
, Ten dollars of this increase
Brockton Enterprise, and
Quincy's Patriot Ledger. By will help cover the costs of
Wednesday the story was the campus shuttle bus. This
being aired on Boston radio increase was supported by
stations, and more articles the SGA.
Both
measures
were
appeared in area newspassed unanimously and
See CHARGES page 4
. without discussion.

BSC President's Wife Dies After Long Illness
·Martha Denison. .Ro.odi..
leau, wife of Dr. Adrian Rondileau, President of Bridge~
water State College, died at·
home March 6 following a
long illness.
Mrs. Rondileau was born in
Troy, Ohio, the daughter of
the late Dr. and Mrs. Warren
H. Denison, and spent much
of her childhood in Norfolk,
·virginia.
Mrs. Rondileau was an
alumna of The Defiance College of Defiance, Ohio, and
received her master's degree
at Boston Un·iversity.
Later Mrs. Rondileau did
further graduate work at
Columbia University in New
York. She met her husband at
Columbia and they were married in 1936.

.. t\!~ar,ly l;)il of ii~r manied
life was spent am·ong, and
devoted to, college campuses. In a career spanning
50 years, she served students
and other members of the
community in several states,
from the Eastern Seaboard to
as far west as South Dakota,
and on two continents.
For the past 21 years, President and Mrs. Rondileau
have· been at Bridgewater
State College, where they
came in 1962 after he had
served eight years as President of Yankton College in
Yankton, South Dakota.
Prior to that President and
Mrs. Rondileau had lived in
New York where he was Academic Dean at Pace College
and at the Associated Col-

le.ges of. Upper. New _York.
They also resided in Brazil for
several years when he was
Special Consurtant and Lecturer for the Brazilian Ministry of Education and
Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs in Brazil.
At Yankton College and
also at Bridgewater State
CQllege, Mrs. Rondileau
founded each institution's
first Faculty Wives Club to
help promote a spirit of campus collegiality. Although
she was confined to a wheelchair by illness in her later
years, she continued to
encourage and support activities that foster the growth of
academic, cultu-ral, and
social excellence.
Mrs. Rondileau's indomita-.

ble courage was a constant
source ;of inspiration to her
family, many friends, and the
entire College Community.
She was especially admired
and will be remembered for
her keen intellect and . passion for learning, which she
coupled with a warm sense of
humor and an abiding interest in people.
In addition to her husband,
Mrs. Rondileau is survived by
her sister and brother-in-law,
Mary (Denison) Fiebiger and
Dr. Judson E. Fiebiger, of
Dayton Beach, Florida: niece
Ann Bishop of Atlanta, Georgia; and nephews Philip Denison of Simsbury Connecticut; David Denison of Bethel,
Maine; Robert Denison. of
Cupertino, California; W. Ted

Fiebiger of Pinewell, Michigan; 'and·. William flebiger of
Honesdale,· Pennsylvania.
She is also survived by nine
godchildren and many
grandnieces and grandnephews across the country.
There will be no funeral
services because Mrs. Rondileau has donated her body to
the Boston University Medical School. In accordance
with her expressed wishes, a
memorial service will be held
in the spring. A Rememberance Convocation was held
at BSC at 11 a.m. on Thursday, March 10.
In lieu. of flowers, donations may be made to the
Martha, Denison Rondileau
Scholarship Fund in care of
the President's Office.

Ca.mpus Goes·Computer
Computer Science Enrollment Explodes
and maintaining'.the compuparents iri)~;the ·community
ters that serve the~ .admi.nishave become'·involved."
At th.is point in time -th~re · tration, faculty, and students·
Fontaine .$ee~ · ·h!s job as
are over . 1500 students. on campus. The demand for
"really int$-'~~t;fng;_ , really
enrolled in ,,c~omput.er' .. c!Prf.lpu1erservices is steadily
challenging/·:~·:seven·aay a
scieli~.e-:related ,majors at gfowing with 55 terminals
week job ·that he loves.
that are now available to stu··
He also insists that compuBSC. · ·
.
This comprises more than dents in Boyden Hall and a ters attract a more pragmatic,
hard working student nowa28% of the full-time student projected 80 units by Fall. .
population ··at Bridgewater.
By use of the WANG comdays. He cites the fact that
While both equipment acqui- puter, that itself has 8 termi- the labs are open 100 hours a
week as an example.
sition and community inter- nals, and the 60 self~conest are growing at a tained microcomputers on
His department does not
phenonmenal rate, there is campus, college resources
limit itself to sheer operation
dissent on campus that have increased 20 times· in of machinery either. He has
the last 2·112 years. .
recently hired Bill Singleton,
deserves scrutiny.
11
Richard Fontaine, Director
We serve an. overwhelm- a part-time sociology faculty
oJ Computer Services, ing nUmber of departments," member, to conduct groups,
Fontaine remarked. "Finan.. . train, orient,and do outreach
recently held an orientation
for over: 600 students. He is cial aid, personnel, continu- forthecomputerdepartment.
responsible for supporting
ing ed., residential halls; even
See COMPUTER page 3
Japher Sharif works on program in the computer Photo: Ed Donahue
----------:-----------:""--:---------------~--.....J lab at Boyden Hall.
By Ruth Schultz
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to
the article entitled "Recruiting Minority Students at
BSC: A Class Project", which
was published in the Feb.
17th edition of The
Comment.
Although I was part of the
class project, and my name
was signed to the article, I do
not feel that the article
expressed my personal views
accurately. Since I did not
view the article before it was
submitted for print, I would
like to take this time to
express, my. opinion.
I feel that the article misrepresented the services and
achievements of the PROGRESS program, which was
entirely negative. I'm sure.that like most programs
offered at SSC, PROGRESS
has its problems, but I find it
very unfair to base an issue
on one negative opinion
when so many positive
as·pects exist.
The PROGRESS/OU-·
TREACH program, which
was established in 1968,
reaches out to those students
of a minority background

who may, for various reasons, lack adequate preparation for college studies. The
program offers an excellent
tutorial service in which both
the student and the tutor
benefit. Also offered within
the program is a reading/studies skill lab, academic advising, peer counseling, and
personal/career counseling.
The PROGRESS program is
directed by Mr. Paul Gaines
and Mrs. Dolores AuCoin,
whose offices are located
within the admissions office
of Tillinghast Hall.
I have been a member of
the PROGRESS program for
the past four years and have
experienced the positive support and services it offers. In
May, I will graduate with a
bachelor's degree from the
Social Work Department, and
I will be especially grateful to
Mr. Gaines and Mrs. AuCoin
for the support and services
that liave been offered to
me.both personally and
through the PROGRESS
program.
Sincerely yours,
Jeanne M. Andrade

'THE

BSC Aviation Program
In Trouble
a commentary
By Mark Langevin
· Of .all the new majors at
BSC that were created during
the past few years, none has
brought about such excitement and yet such disappointment as the Aviation
Science program. Unfortunately, what started out as an
innovative program and a
promising major has been
diluted, polluted, and corrupted by seemingly endless
accounts of thoughtless and
reckless mismanagement.
What went wrong? How
could this happen? What role
does the program coordinator play in all this?
From its inception, the Aviation Science major has been
reliant upon the program
coordinator and the flight
school which contracts its

BOARD

OF

TRUSTEES
, APPOINTMENT

PMGTICES!

services to the college. When
it first started, the college
administrators placed the
responsibility for providing a
sound program in the hands
of the division chairman, the
program coordinator. the
contract flight school. and a
small committee of nonaviation related faculty. A
year later, the position of division chairma-A was abolished arid that left the
program coordinator and the
flight school to either bolster
or destroy the progra·m. Whatever it is today, good or bad,
is the direct result of their
management---any credit or
blame for its present state
should clearly be theirs.
To start off with, the selection of the existing flight
school as the sole contractor
without c9mpetitive bidding
is at best suspicious, and to
put the directors of that company on the Aviation Curriculum Committee is an obvious
conflict of interest. Their
flight training prices are at
least 20% higher than ·any
other flight school in the
area, and the service to the
BSC student is shameful.
There have al ready been a
half dozen accidents or
serious incidents involving
students. During the past
three years, of 200 potential
graduates, they have graduated less than 10% for private
pilot's licenses or for any
other type of license. Since
the time I enrolled at SSC in
the fal I of 1981, I have seen
over 80% of my fellow classmates either leave the college
or change their major. However, you can't blame these

all of the following dates are Thursdays and are
subject to change.
Mar IO, -two week break-, Mar 31, Apr
7, Apr 14, Apr 21, Apr 28, May 5, and maybe
May 12.
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students for leaving, since at
that school you stand a good
chance of e,ither crashing or
having the wits scared out of
you before completing each
course. Even the coordinator
takes his business elsewhere!
Last spring, "The Duck", as
he is known amongst aviation
students, was seen flying
with a private instructor who
owns his own airplane. This
instruction was apparently
given for less than cost. Who
was the instructor? By a
strange coincidence, he was
a job applicant who was later
appointed the new professor
or Aviation Science. This
character in turn had boasted
all over the area to anyone
who wou Id listen that the job
was being rigged for him by
"The Duck" in exchange for
teaching him to fly! Yes, you
heard it right. "The Duck"
holds only the very basic private pilot's license, and yet is
overseeing our professional
flight training program to
prepare us for the airlines.
I'm sure, however, that the
new professor made a good
financial investment by flying
"The Duck" below cost. As
soon as he joined the Aviation department, "The Duck"
ordered the Aviation Club to
purchase all required flight
texts from a new company
that the two of them had just
set up. In previous years the
club had purchased thousands of dollars of merchandise from several aviation
wholesalers. Students had
benefited educationally from
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Special thanks to Dave Wilson for
the chemicals to print the paper this
week!
'
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Completed at 4:15 a.m.

a weekly media course to
COMPUTER~----~~
grades K-6, sees this as posi(Continued from page ~)
tive knowledge of computers
that will have the effect of
Last January, the science
making children "more
building received 5 microorganized, better able to deal
computers (2 Apples and 3
with large quantities of data,
Pets), for use by the chemisand rewarded by knowing
try department.
immediately whether their
Dr. Wilman Chipman, who
answers are correct or not."
occupies a large offic_e to be
Fisher, however, fears
near the computers, speaks
there will be a change in the
glowingly of the advantages
way children are taught as it
for chemistry majors.
will be questionable as to
"All the things used in the
how much knowledge of prolabs are measured by compucess children will retain if
ters," he asserts. Majors have
computers are utilized.
always been required to take
Dr. William Levin of the
a one credit "computers and sociology department also
chemistry" course in their
fears the shift of emphasis
fresh person year. "Bridgefrom the humanities to comwqter has pioneered in this
puter education. "If we don't
respect," Chipman added.
teach the analysis of literaThe Science building holds
ture and philosophy in our
12 microprocessors to train . culture, we will be training
students in how they work.
people to do jobs in which
The lab is staffed by work
they will never be able to
study students, and the
evaluate the effects they have
advantages in the job market
on people."
are significant. A recent
"I didn't go into computers
Bridgewater graduate was
to get a good job or anything
offered a job at Raytheon
like that," student Hilda Toursta-rting at a salary over
ian says from. behind her
$20,000 owing to her cci'mpueasel in drawirrg class. "I am
ter training at SSC.
logical. When you do a draw"Computers are an asset to
ing or a paper, maybe the
all majors," claims Fontaine.
teacher either likes it or he
Management science, techdoesn't. But in computers
nical writing or a statistic
nothing is either good or bad,
package for social science,
it just works out right or not."
all rely on computers.
According to Richard FonThere are turf disputes taine, there are rumors of
Chipman admits, but the computer literacy being
chemistry department stays
required for all students in
away from problems by iso- the future. With Bridgewater
lating itself.
·
investing such great sums of
David Paterson is now money and person power at
developing a program in the expense of other departcomputers for elementary ments perhaps a more thoschool students over Burnell.
rough investigation of the
Timothy Fisher, who teaches potential .impact is needed.
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Announcements
Classifieds
For Sale: Yamaha Acous"."
tic Guitar, Stud~nt model,
6 string, ex~ellent condition. Guitar case inc I u de d $70. Call

746-7722
······························~·'

Will type term papers,
resumes,. etc. $1 .00 · per
page. Special rates for ·
large projects. Paper
supplied. Call Linda at .
644-2268 after 5 p.m. (On
campus every day).
...............................
.·

.

Tutoring: Exchange student from Quebec would .
like to do some tutoring in
French. Call 697-7103
and leave your name and
telephone number.

··•····•··········•·····•······
Lost: gold watch with
white gold and 4 diamond
chips around face.
Reward offered!! Contact
Jeannie Byrne In 112
Pope Half.

••·······••·••·••··•·······••··
Apartment Available:
Opening for two females
in a student apartment.
Kitchenette and lounge
area; separate entrance.
Within ~al~ing;- distance
to college. Rates compar-:.
able to student apartments. Call Mrs. Hess at

697-773q.

····••·••···········••·••••····
Need typing? For neat,
fast, accurate service call

697-1873.
1===========.t
Project P.A.R.T.Y.:
a New Definition on Campus

Some want know "where
the party is", while others
want to know "the time of the
party." Some consider it
"nothing. but a party", while
others are "having a party." I
often hear "we're having a
party" and reply "I'm up for a
party." There are virtually
hundreds of sentences that
describe parties. The word
party connotates a positive
meaning, that is what Project
·P.A.R.T.Y. is all about.
P.A.R.T.Y. (Pointing Alcohol Responsibility Toward
Yourself) is a newly student
managed organization on

campus created as a college
community service sup-.
ported by the division of Student Services.
. The service, beginning
March 28th, will feature a
"floating alcohol booth." The
purpose of this booth is to
furnish the college community with information pertaining to alcohol and promoting
responsible drinking .. If you
have a paper due or are curious about an alcohol question, check out the booth, it
Will be circulating in campus
resident halls and buildings.
Project P.A.R.T.Y. is also
featuring ·ex-Bruins player
Derek Sandersen as a

speaker on Tuesday, April
5th at 7:00 in the S.U. Ballroom. His presentation will
focus on his alcohol. experience, and its effect on his
professional· career. Free
admission with BSC l.D.!
Alcohol Peer Advisors are
students who have gone
through a training program
by various on and off cam pus
professionals. These students will operate the booth
and serve as referral agents.
If you think a friend or a family member or perhaps yourself has a problem with
alcohol, they are available
with the necessary referral
information.
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Steak House and Pizza

n

n

8 Central Square, Bridgewater
Next to Rico's Market

U

~

U

~

FREE

·. One Large Greek Salad

~

Pizza*Grinders*Syrian Pockets*
Shishkabob *Steaks"*Dinners *Desserts

Mon-Thurs Special
Beer 55¢ with meal
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Winners
of the Game Tournaments and the College Bowl recently
participated in the regional playoffs at Worcester State College. BSC's entries were sponsored by the Student Union
Program Committee. Special Congratulations goes out to Vin
Dodero of Scott Hall who placed 2nd in the darts competition!
"Attention Students of PE462"
How well do you know what goes on at SSC? Test your
knowledge: Tuesday, April 5. "Look for further details."
Memo to Students, Faculty and Administration
The Women's Center is currently attempting to expand our
Library of Women's text. If you have any books you wish to
donate regarding women in any subject area, please feel free
to drop it off either at the Women's Center, third floor Student
Union Building, or our mailbox., If not possible to bring your
book to the Student Union, we will be more than willing to pick
them up. Ext. 2296.
·
Your generousity is greatly appreciated. Tt;lank you for your
continued support.

College Scholarship Program
. March is the month to make application for the many College sc;:holarships and awards which will be presented at
Honor's Day and Alumni Day in May. Application forms are
available in the Office of Student Services, Financial Aid
Office and Student Union Information Booth. Scholarships
generally range in amounts from $100,00 to $500.00 dollars
and are awarded on the basis of academic achievement
and/or need. Award descriptions are included in the New
Dimensions Student Handbook on pages 85-89.
Sir~ce record amounts of money are available for distribution, students are urged to seriously consider making application. The deadline fQr submitting materials is Friday, April I,
1983.
PE 462 'Programm·tn9, ··For Recreation. Sake Off.
All members' of the PE 462 Programming For Recreation
class are invited to attend the "Bake Off" of the season, April
7th. Time and place to be announced at a later date. Watch
this announcement section in The Comment for more details.
Student Orientation leader Appllcatlons
Applications for student leader positions for the 1983-1984
Student Orientation Program will be available at the Office of
Student Services on Monday, March 7,1983. Completed applications must be submitted by Friday, April I, 1983.
Student leaders will assist with all aspects of the Orientation/Registration Program including academic advisi·ng, placement testing, special interest mini-sessions, recreational
activities, registration and residence hall sup.ervision.
While dates of the Summer 1983 Program have not been
firmly established, applicants should be available to work
from May31 to June 15. In addition, a series of pre-orientation
training sessions will be held in April and May.
If you have energy, ideas, and the ability to work with a wide
variety of people we urge you to consider participating in this
most important College program. Forfurther information contact the Office of Student Services.

,,
Boston University Holds Progam on Students and the
Economy
(Boston, Mass.)--Students and their- role in the New England economy is the subject of a symposium Wednesday,
March 16, at the Boston University Martin Luther King Jr.
Center, 19 Deerfield St., from 7 to 9 p.m.
Panel discussants will look at the economic and racial stratification of Boston, and at the public perception of universities
and colleges. They will analyze the impact of these perceptions on students--and vice versa.
For information, call Charles Yoo, King Center Community
Experience Programs, at 353-3634.

J
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Personals
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Well t.he day is fi~al.ly
To Laura B. ·Remember 1·
here! Happy 20th. Birth- , Air Florida Flight #90.
day!! Love, Tammy, Dee l May you be crossing the
~c:l1..~~~!:_.._,..__.._.._:.,\ l~th St. Bridge .at the rig~t
~ To someone special.:
r time .. Your fnendlY,,,, tnp
i "Just when you feel l coordinators.
.
~ hetpless.
~_,..;._.__........
i Nothin~ le!t to say c Will Cheney, here is your r
Love Wtll find. us .
l. BIG SIGN! Congratula- J
r The past behind us
~ tions! At New Englands ~
T~en we:re on our w_ay ~ we are all proud of you! ~
Its all nght - I thrnk ~ Luanne
too!
Signed~
1 we're gonnE!. make it."
~ Guess and Who.

I

..

"l~11J::==::>1Jo1XX::
..
=:>«~,,,,,.
......

Biofeedback Demonstration
The Psychology club will present a special demonstration
of biofeedback techniques-en Monday, March 28th at 1:00 in
Room 313 (Burrill Ave Bldg.). Dr. Susan Todd of th1:fpsychology department will demystify the science of voluntary control over psychological functions. All are invited to attend this
informative session which will make us more aware of the
connection between mind and body.

~Ice,

with purchase of 4 subs or pizzas

Tel. 697-8930
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VoiCe for Equality:
The Women's Center
By Cheryl
Director

Cornell, Co- danger which presently
exists.
It was also pointed out to
I recently conducted a tour me that the campus security
of the campus with Chief station does not have an adeGracia of the campus police, quate sign marking their site.
inspecting the lighting prob- Presently there is a small red
lem on campus. Since our sign on their red building. It
last tour, one year ago, a few would seem that a larger sign
improvements have been marking their presence on
made, that of the gym park- campus would also act as a
ing J.,t and lower Great Hill . deterrent to crime, especially
parking lot. The Chief related to those driving onto campus
to me that there has not been for the mere purpose of causone reported incidence of ing trouble at the Hill, Apartvandalism or other problems men ts o r e Is e w he re .
in these. two parkirtg· lots Additionally, there are stusince the installation of addi- dents who actually do not
tional lighting and repair of know where the campus
nonworking lights. However, police are located. A new
there still remain many areas sign would help to eliminate
on campus where the lighting this problem. It is the feeling
is insufficient. These poorly of those at the Women's Cenlit areas remain a safety ter that all aspects of the
hazard for those who are on campus security should be as·
campus at night. I have met visible as possible, at all
with Vice President David times, day and night. HopeDeep regarding these issues, fully, we wilf see a new sign in
and he has assured me that the very near future.
the problem will be studied
Spring is approaching
by the electric company in swiftly, and the Women's
the near future, with their Center will once again sponfindings and recommenda- sorthe Samaritans lecture on
tions presented to the admin- Suicide Prevention in April. A
istration. It is hoped that the specific date will be
administration wifl expedite a· announced after vacation, as
swift resolution to this prob- well as ,dates for two Ecolem in order to avoid and nomic Literacy Workshops.
eliminate the potential The month of April will also

be designated as ,a clothing
drive for nearby women's
shelters and shelters for the
homeless. So .... when you are
going through your winter
and spring clothes and find
items that you no longer use,
please remember those who
desperately need clothing.
Donations may be dropped
off at the Center during the
month of April, and I know
anything will be appreciated.
The Women's Center will
be sponsoring a bake sale on
Wednesday, March 30 from
9-3 in the Student Union,
across from the bookstore.
Stop by for a cup of coffee
and refreshment!
The Women's Center
would liketothankthosewho
have supported the Center
this year, and look forward to
your continued support. For
those who are not aware of
the existence of a Women's
Center on campus, we are
located on the third floor of
the Student Union, next to
the SGA. Bi-weekly meetings
are held every Tuesday and
Thursday from 11-12. The
Center also acts as a referral
service for those in need
Please feel free to come and
browse at the Center, all are
welcome. Have a good vaca- tion, see you in the Spring!

CHARGES~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-

( Continued from page 1)
papers. Following James'
withdrawal of his resignation.
Dr. John Duff, Chancellor of
the Board of Regents for
Higher Education, announcedthat the Trustees had
agreed to reopen the search
for a new Executive Vice
President and a Dean of
Graduate Studies, and would
follow affirmative action
guidelines. Governor
Michael Dukakis said he
would monitor the selection
process closely.
At the Board of Trustees
meeting on Wednesday night
in the Student Union Council
Chambers, Acting Chairman
Stephen Merlin proposed
that Meaney's nomination be
"sent back to the personnel
committee." He cited a call he
received from a colleague,
who he did not name, who
asked that the Board reconsider its recommendation of
Meaney. The Trustees
passed Merli n's proposal
unanimously.
A large crowd of students,
faculty, administrators, and
representatives of local
media filled the Council
Chambers during the meeting. A camera crew from
Channel Four's Eyewitness
News Team filmed the proceedings, while reporter
Kathryn Keifer interviewed
SGA President Rob Berger
on camera for his reaction to
the controversy.

Shirley Krasinski,. an Associate Professor in the Health
and Physical Education
Department and Chairperson
of the Affirmative Action
Study Committee at BSC,
stood up and thanked the
Trustees at the end of the
meeting for reopening the
search for candidates for the
administrative positions.
'Tm very pleased that the
Trustees have reconsidered
the original recommendation," Krasinski said after the
meeting.
Trustee Peter Flynn, Sheriff of Plymouth County,
rejected the idea.. that the
extensive media exposure
that the controversy received
was a factor · in the Board
reconsidering Meaney's
nomination.
"That's nonsense," he said.
"One of our members
brought up the issue and
asked us to reconsider, and
Chancellor Duff asked us to
open the positions to a ·
nation-wide job search. I still
believe, however," Flynn
continued, "that Mr. Meaney
is an excellent candidate for
the position."
Trustee James, who
brought the issue into the
public eye, was not present at
Wednesday's meeting.
Although he has withdrawn
his resignation, he must wait
for official word from Gover-.
nor Dukakis befores he
returns to the Board.

Avlatton--~----~~--~--~----...;._~~~~~~--..,,.._~----~~~--~--~

(Continued from page .2)
operating this small business
until "The Duck" seized control of it.
The Aviation Club, which
also started out strong, has
all but died under the leadership of its advisor/commandant. The office of club
president is vacant more
often than not. The club has
degenerated into a device by
which "The Duck" enforces
his many unwritten policies.
No thought is ever given to
the needs and desires of the
BSC Aviation student. In
short, it perfectly-fits the program mode.
The administration must
be delighted with "The
Duck's" omnipotent ability to
advise nearly 200 Aviation
students personally. But
when you think of it, how
much advice can on give to
those 200 students in only
three office hours a week and
still take care of other
responsibilities? Nevertheless, he has consistently
refused to allow students to
b.e advised by other faculty
members. During each student's 10 minute p~r semester interview, he gives· the
student a xeroxed schedule.
and instructs the student to
follow it exactly. You _either
do it his way or he won't sign
you advisement form or
green cards; no discussion,
no debate, no alternatives. In

the past, any students or
faculty · who have tried to
make suggestions on how to
improve the program have
been told by "The Duck" to
butt out. On several occasions, people•. r,ave warned
him about his mis-scheduling of classes, and as a
result we now have several
classes that begin before 7:00
a.m.!
Ever wonaer why fall
classes are jam".'packed and
spring sessions are empty?
Blame it on "rubber stamp"
advising and no pla_nning.
While we are on the subject
of scheduling oddities;. how
about the 12 week. Jong
·.ground school courses? It seems that when oursecondto-none program was being
written, "The Duck's" cont(1:~
bution was to plagiai;ize Nor.:.
theastern University's course
descriptions including the 12
'week semesters. The NU program that also started off with
high hopes under the direction of the same flight school
fell apart la.st year and now
has been dropped.
I can remember when BSC
first started the Aviation program. Local pilots, airport
operators, and flight schools
were honored and excited to
have a· professional Aviation
program operating in Massa-.
chusetts. Lately, no matter
where I go, when I tell them

~------~---~-----,
t
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Single Roses & Cut Flowers
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Walker's Flowers

:
f 697..1000
17 C~ntral Square
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I'm from BSC I am greeted by
jokes, fiery ·anecdotes, and
strange questions about my
ability to sit down.
l suppose you can't blame
all the failings·of the program
on "The Duck". After all, how
much can a thirty grand. a
year manager squeeze into
his three day workweek? It
must take at least half of that·
just to rebuild his sandcastle
empire and to dream up new
excuses for how things got so
administratively screwed up.
(Editor's Note: The opinions
expressed here are those of
the author and do not in any
way reflect the opinions of
the staff of The Comment or
its advertisers).

To Marietta
A legra Compleanos!
~

Love Always
from John

Photo: Brett Peruzzi

Channel 4 reporter Kathryn Kiefer interviews SGA President Rob Berger after Wednesday night's Board of Trustees
meeting.

Oasi·s
Notes

"YOU'RE
WHAT?"

The way people react when.you tell them you're pregnant
isn't important. The way you feel
about it is. So if you're pregnant
and not so sure you want to be,
talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help
you make the decision that's right
for you. General anesthesia
available. Call 738-6210.
Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.

preterm

A licensed non-profit health care facility.
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA -02146

Ba~bara Glauben
N-G, we are all going to get
Hey, have you noticed that together to discuss- oh- anythere's less than 8 weeks of thing xou want. Next year's
school left .. before (gag) courses, this years courses,
new news or old.
summer vacation?
We'll have coffee ... and (if
Have you also noticed that
we haven't had much of an .anyone would caFe to bake)
opportunity to get together? cookies. We'll meet in the Rat
O.K ..- now's the time! Right on Tuesday, March 29, and
after two delightful weeks at Wednesday, March 30 from II
home, (can you stand it!) a.m. to I p.m.
Drop in for 10 minutesoran
avoiding the thought of S-PR-1-N-G C-L-E-A-N-1- hour·- we'd love to see you.

By
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Psychologically

Yours
By Richard T. Colgan
"The past is but the beginning of a beginning, and all
that is and has been is but the
twilight of the dawn .•. A day
will come when beings who
are now latent 'in our
thoughts and hidden in our
loins shall stand upon this
earth as one stands upon a
footstool, and shall laugh and
reach out their· hands amid
the stars ... "
H.G. Wells, The Discovery of
the Future (1901)
Is Your Future in Psychology? If so, or if you are only
"thinking" about it at the
moment---then don't dare
m iss---two of the newest,
fact-filled publ icatlons of the
American Psychological
Association. The Psychology
Major: Training a(ld Employment Strategies and Preparing for Graduate Study: NOT
for Seniors Only are two factfilled and useful guides for
persons considering spending their future in a psychology career. For more
information, write American
Psychological Association,
Order Department, 1200
Seventeenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036.
"Think drink" instead of
"Have a drink" may be the
salute of the future! Or so
believes Dr. Barry R. Burk-

hardt of Auburn University,
who found that drinkers who
expect to get high and lose
their inhibitions at parties
may do sq without drinking a
drop of alcohol. Th~y may
need only fo "believe" they
are drinking alcohol and
expect it to produce these
effects, Burkhardt declared.
In brief, the effects of drinking on socially relevant
behaviors may be largely a
matter of "expectation"
rather than physiology. Such
is the power of the mind!
The Psychology Club of
Bridgewater State College is
making Monday afternoons
starting at 1:00 p.m. interest:.
ing, informative, and highly
educational for members and
interested persons alike. The
Monday meetings, held on
the third floor of Burrill Ave.,
Building (you're invited) feature entertaining and informative films on psychologically-related topics. The
most recent---a University of
Chicago study on sleep and
dreams.
Psychology of Organizations (PY 313) shall be one of
the courses taught the 1st
Summer Session (May 31June 30) by Dr. Richard Colgan. Recognizing that
organizational goals are
achieved with and through
people, Dr. Co1gan shall

include both the cognitive would appear to suggest that
and leadership aspects of the decision to marry or stay
Psychology and Psychologi- single is now considered a
cal research within the psychologically real and legcourse. Trained in Dr. Tho- itimate factor to be consimas Gordon's "Leadership dered
by developmental
Effectiveness Program", Dr. psychologists.
Colgan's students can expect
Submitting your resume
a great deal of skill training for employment in the beak
designed to (I) getting people of an "operantly conditito work with you, not just for oned" pigeon is not, as yet,
you; (2) resolve conflicts considered either appropbetween the needs of individ- riate or l3thical by the APA or
uals and the organization; (3) other reµutable associations,
get groups to work as a team, agencies or organizations.
move from talk to action, and Not unless you wish to be a
resolve stalemated conflicts; · candidate for the f_unny-farm,
(4} be less tense yourself, or course, for according to
enjoy pleasant work relation- Columbia University Career
ships, and make work more Counselor Richard Gunfun and creative, and (5) mere, such exotic jobimplement in a success- hunting
strategies
tell
fashion, the motivational perspective
employers
contributions of Psychology nothing---"except that you're
and Psychological findings something of a screwball."
within contemporary indus~ With the deepening recestry. Throughout the course sion, American Business
Psychology of Organiza- reported that more and more
tions, emphasis is placed on Americans are turning to
the organization as a· work- such techniques as carrying
orientated group, but espe- sandwich boards advertising
cially on the individual their education and skills or
functioning in the work binding their resumes in
group.
hard-cover books. Want a
University of Michigan better, more sane and psynormative-survey re
chologically sound suggessearchers found that more tion? Get acquainted with the
young people expect to multitude of career services
marry later than their coun- provided
by your own
terparts of the 1960's. Arland Bridgewater State College
Thornton
and
Deborah Career Placement Services.
Freedman said education
And if you're looking for
and career plans take a "win" some psychological tips to
and "place" position with strongly motivate you toward
marriage at "show" in the educational and career sucrace of life among young per- cess, here are a few suggesson's attitudes. Reported in tions aimed toward easing
the December, 1982 issue of your personal and profesFamily Planning Perspec- . sional
"growing
pains."
tives published by the Alan These "motivational" prods
Guttmacher Institute, this (habituation or habits psydistinct shift in attitudes chologists call 'em), trace

Important American
Women- Part IV
1848- 1864
In 1848, the first Women's
Rights Convention was held
in Seneca Falls, N.Y., led by
Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton. Its Declaration of Sentiments, paraphrased from the Declaration of
Independence, stated that
"all men and women are
created equal." Eleven resolutions
were
approved,
including equa_lity in educa.:
tion, employment and the
law. A resolution advocating
the right· to suffrage (voting
rights for women) passed by
a narrow margin, with some
delegates feeling t.hat it was
too daring a proposal.
Also in 1848 the first issue
of The Lily, a temperance
newspaper, appeared with an
editorial by Amelia Bloomer,
later known for her experiment in clothing reform.
In 1849 Elizabeth Blackwell
received ·her medical degree
in Geneva, N.V.,becoming
the first woman doctor in the
U.S.
In the 1851 Sojourner
Truth, ari ex-slave, electrified
an audience in Akron, Ohio
by
drawing
a
parallel
between the struggle for
wom!.!l's . rlghts and the

struggle to abolish slavery. In
answer to arguments that
women were del.icate creatures who necessarily led
sheltered lives, she described
the hard physical labor she
had done as a black woman
slave and demanded,"And
ain't I a Woman?"
In 1854 the first American
day nursery opened in New
York City for children of poor
working mothers.
In 1860 Elizabeth Peabody,
a teacher, writer, and associate of the Transcendentalists, organized in Boston the
first formal kindergarten in
the U.S.
.
During the Civil War,
women were responsible for
the establishment of the U.S.
Sanitary Commission. Dorothea Dix, Clara Barton, and
Mother Bickerdyke served as
nurses and trained others.
Dr. Mary Walker was one of
several women who served as
doctors and surgeons at the
front.
Susan B. Anthony organ- ·
ized the National Women's
Loyal League to collect signatures for the passage of the
13th Amendment abolishing
,slavery. · Women's Rights

leaders were prominent in
their struggle to end slavery.
Women enter.ed government offices to replace men
clerks who had gone to fight
in the war. This established
women not only in goverment service but in clerical
work. After the invention of
the typewriter in
1867,
women flocked to white collar office work. Thi.s began to
be considered a "women's
specialty" after 1867' whe-:
reas it was a "man's specialty" before that time.
1864,the
In
Working
Women's Protective Union
was founded in New York to
ensure fair treatment for
women wage earners. Thousands of women were working i.n factories at this time.
The above information was
taken from The Spirit of
Houston: The First National

Women's Conterence, An
Official Report to the Presi- ·
dent, the Congress and the ·
People of the United States in
March of 1978 in Washington
D.C., by the National Com:..
mission on the Observance
of International Women•s
Year.
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their origin to the driveproducing theories of Psychologists Kenneth Spence
and Clark L. Hull, the latter
who spent almost a quartercentury at the Yale Institute
of Human Relations.
I. AJways start your day with
something you know you will
be "successful" at. It sets the
"tone" for the rest of the day.
2. Act as if it's "impossible to
fail."
Radiate
confident
enthusiasm and a successful
attitude · and actions will
follow.
3. ·Focus on one goal. at a
time. Despite what you've
heard to the contrary, no one
can deal "effectively" with
seven or eight goals or tasks
simultaneously.
4, Finish everything you
start. If the task or goal was
important enough to start,
make "no excuses" for backing off once it gets difficult.
Be resolute. Persevere.
The absence of No. 4 habit
(lack of following thru or
simply (teQacity"} I am convinced, is the reason for the
high attrition rates in the
courses or colleges of our
nation. A college_ education is
not a bequest. It is a CONQUEST! Success habits like
failure habits are learned.
Discard those old habits of
procrastination, rationalization, and putting things off_,
tortomorrow and n~xt week.
Substitute. instead the habits
of success cited earlier. Let
the "success person" i.nside
of you ouUt's an old bromide
but motivational. psychologists know ·this to be
true ... "Enthusiasm
breeds
enthusJasm, and success in
education or anything else
breeds success."

AT YOUR SERVICE
Typing for students. Resumes, term papers, theses,
·dissertations, etc.
14 Summer Street
Rte. 104 Bridgewater
697-3303 (ask for Debbie)
We now offer an easy college access drop-off center for the
repair of all types of typewriters

Spring

Ball

Flowers
designed especially for you
at

Carol Daiker's Flowers
63 Main Street
·Bridgewater, Mass.
697-9498
located.across from· the
Bridgewater Credit Union

~

Special Coupon Offer
available upon purchasing your
Spring Ball Tickets
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Entertainment
OOPS!

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE CHILDREN'S THEATRE

DI

Corrections Department!
In last week's issue of The By Barbara Glauben
Comment(March 3) Marie
Ferrante
was incorrectly
Back for one more time to
cited as Todd Park's date in Boston .Although this prothe Playing With The Game duction has been around for
Of Hearts article. Bonnie a long-itime, you'll never hear
_GJ_o_r_d_o_n_w_a_s_th_e_w_in_n_e_r_.-~of it getting "tired," it just
1
won't happen.
Joke Of The Week
'A Chorus Line,' (from a
You are cordially invited to book by James Kirkwood and
submit an original joke for Nicholas Dante) was conThe Comment. All jokes must ceived, choreographed and
be in good taste.and must be directed by Michael Bennet.
neatly written on a piece of The exciting music is from
paper along with your name. the genius of Marvin HamThe best joke or jokes will be lisch. The story is quite
simply an overview of the torprinted in that week's issue.
ment reached by candidates
What did Tarzan say when he for dance parts in a show.
saw ten thousand. elephants The open audition, or "cattle
call" is the opportunity for a
come over the hill?
There goes ten thousand ele- dancer to best present a product - HIMSELF - in hopes of
phants over the hill.
What did Tarzan say when being selected. Edward Kieten thousand elephants came ban's lyrics, "Oh God I need
over the hill wearing this job, please let me get this
job," seems to sum up the
sunglasses?
Nothing, he didn't recognize theme.
All the dancers are stuthem.
Due McAdarms
endous. The ener • talent,

presents

!
,

i

'A Chorus Line'

I

I

\\ \

\
\

enthusiasm,
capture
the
hearts of the audience. Of
course there were stand out
performances. If you were to
see it for the first time, you
probably would have enjoyed
each and every role.
However, I had seen the
show during it's 1981-82 run,
and I must admit to a couple
of disappointments.
The role of 'Cassie' was
understudied by the beautiful
and very talented Laurie
Gamache.
Two of the major songs ;
'Nothing' and 'What I Did For
Love' were both sung by
Mary Lou Crivello in the role
of 'Diana' ... almost, but not
quite.
The rest of the characters ...
'Shiela', 'Bobby','Richie','Val','Mike', and the rest ... quite
spectacular. Paul tore hearts
out and stomped upon them.
For an exciting and fun
evening, at somewhat outrageous pric~s. get yourself
to the Shubert, you won't
regret it.

'-t---..-.------------:;
Kenneth Pinter
MSW,LICSW

Bridgewater ·State College •

Psychotherapy and
Coup.Seling

Student Union Auditorium

at
360 Belmont St.
Brockton, Mass.

FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 1983 at 7 PM
SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1983at1 PM and 3 PM

A7affi1s;s;1on l1.2s .•

Forreservations,

cati 691-1321

Blue Shield/
Private Insurance
Sliding Fee Scale
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:················································
:
Rat Movies
·
:
•
:
:
:

Week of March 28
Monday 5p.m. Heaven Can Wait
7p·.m. Whose Life Is It Anyway
Tuesday Sp.m. Whose Life Is It Anyway

:
•
:

~

Thu,;g~~:.~~:?a~~e~~~~!rft~yway

i

:
:
•
:

Movie Lounge
Week of March 28
11a.m.-Escape From Alcatraz
3p.m.-Onion l=ield

:
:
:
•

~

sp.m.7~~~~_P~n~~~";i~t~atraz

•

Dial Access

-~.

:

Dial 280 Vivaldi's The Four Seasons --for those who enjoy :
:
listening semi-classical music.
·
•
: Dial 281 Jefferson Airplane's After Bathing at Baxter's -- :
• for those who enjoy listening to a more modern sound. :
: Dial 2a2 Old Time Radio--The Life Of Riley!-- Two shows :
! first is A Move to the Graveyard, and the second is Th~ :
:
Television star.
•
: . Dial 283 A comedy album-- Jonathan Winter's Wonderful :
: . World --Warning! Please keep your laughter down! When :
: listeningthroughheadsetsstudentsoftenforgethowloud :
•
their own voice can be.
:
: During the March break we have put a program on video •
: since the video recorders have not been booked. From· :
:
March 13 to March 27 you will be able to see on 551:
:
:
30 Years of TV's Greatest Commercials
:
•
·On Televtsion
:
MMarhch 13--The China Syndrome (ABC-9p.m.)
:
•111
arc 15, 16--Gone With The Wind (CBS-9p.m.)
•
March 18--The Wizard Of Oz (CBS-8p.m.)
:
' . •.•-• • • • • 1111 • • . • 8 •• • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • •• •

!

The Doyle Sisters performed in the RAT on March 3rd.

IEQuusi

.------~

~· ·. . ; . .FiJ.

: M
h
.
-Rat Band
:
.•
arc 10 Limerick Road Band in the Rat from 8-12p.m. :
:
Thru-the-Doors
•
•.
March 30 8-12 in the Rat
:
:
The Brockton Playhouse
:,
: The dBrohc.ktoThn Playhouse will pr:esent Neil Simon's :
• come y it
e Odd Couple on March 24.25, and 26 at :
: Bp.m., and$on March 27 at3p.m; Brockton Hit1h School, Rt. :
: 123. TIX: 4 General Admission, $3 Students & Sr. Citi- •
:
zens, available at the door. Info: 580-7597..
.:

!

Phuw: Chri.'i Horwmid

:

Wedn:ici~y ~;:~~;~~nw~~n Wait

!

697-3598

.,

~

Scotch 'n' Sounds .~.I

~

T.hu. March 10th-The Make
m
. i· ·Fri. March llth-J.D., Billy, and Ken

:-.··Sat. March .12th-Jon Butcher Axis
with special guest Mike Viola Alliance
,.~
~.' ~.:

I.
~

j~
~

ii

I

·

Sun. March 13th-Corvairs
T ue.. M arc h 15th - K'ick's,
Wed. March 16th-Bo-Hunter r
Thu. March 17th-The Enemy
with special guests The T's

Fri. March lBth-J.D., Billy, and Ken

I Sat. March 19th-The Atlantics
r;.-i

S
M
h 20 h TBA
tin.
arc
·t ~ Tue. March 22nd-The Detectives
Ii~ Wed. March 23rd-Red Eye
I~ Th u.· M
. arc h 24 t h - J 0 h nny A's tt•dd
1
en S ecret
I Fri. March 25th-J.D., Billy, and Ken
I~~; Sat.
March 26th-Thru the Doors
S
M
I un. . arc h 27th -Euphoria
Ii Tue, March 29th-·-Boys and Girls
Wed. March 30th-"Liquidera"
~ Thu. March 31st-. The N, eighborhoods
···
I
~~

K9'

ij

~

~

I.
~1

I
~{
~

~l~
~
;_E
~

£tj
~

~
I

lb

.

~

I.
I
I

i

!!

I=
~~~

~

a..

i!i
~.~.~.·.

~~~.::~~~:~!~;:r(~t~c;;;~:rc~•!e•~;\t~f!'C!::Y:~~~'!•~:~~~!-::+:!~:~~•::~;;::~~:e::J:~~ttc~~:~(~(.•;~?:;~~~·~•~tl:~~aef~X~~•:!~X~-!:e~~>.w~~;rc;~~~f:-c;~~ti~.,>tT~•~~!t:t:~c~~~;t::r..~
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"007" MiniBiography: Part Two

tieth century for a 1936 Russian ballet company, stands
as a landmark of the American musical theater. It was
the first time ballet was to

be an integral·p.artofthe
story of "a musical.
This is no set piece;
in fact, it giyes On
Your
Toes
its
J
'8. denoun ment.
The role of '(Professor)
Philip
Dolan,
Jr.,'which
serves as catalyst in the play,
is in the hands (and let's not
forget, the feet) of Lara
Teeter. Stepping into the very
big shoes of his predecessor,
Ray Bolger, his characterization is less clownish (a wise
move actually, since any
effort at it would invite unfair
comparison), and he is more
realistically drawn. He is very
likable, though I'm not sure
why, and he proves to be a
nimble
match
for Miss
Makarova in the "Slaughter"
hand - which is pretty attrac- ballet.
Donald Saddler's choreotive stuff. True to his form,
graphy
of the "On Your
Mr. Abbott has drawn on the
unlikely and the unknown for Toes" ballet is the kind of
his cast, sprinkling it here show-stopper Broadway just
and there with his alumni of hasn't seen enough of lately.
By Mark Anthony Pimenta
plans. Instead, he kills Bond's
character actors. Natalia It contrasts the two styles of
new wife.
dance,
ballet
and
the
tap
of
Markarova,
the
Russian The Spectre head made his
After that, Bond is hot on
prima baller;na, is stunning 30's musical-comedy, and
first appearence in Thunder- Blofeld's trail and seeking
result
is
pure
joy!
the
(and that is no cliche', not in
ball and his master plan for a revenge in You Only Live
If On Your Toes has any
this case). Surprisingly, in
conquest
was blackmailing Twice. In this novel, Bond
her first speaking role, she detractors, they would be
the governments of the world finally gets his wish. After
scenically.
Zack
Brown's
setproves to be a skillful comewith the threat of a nuclear Tracy's death, M sends "007"
dienne. Makarova has an tings range from competence
bomb.
Of course, Bond sue- on a simple mission to get a
explosive personality, not to occasional strokes of brilthwarting his plans device called Magic which
ceeds
in
unlike the character she liance. His art deco set for
but
Blofeld
escapes to plague constantly picks up and
is
strikingly
plays, 'Vera Baronova,' and "Slaughter"
Bond
in
a
later
adventure.
deciphers Russian diploshe benefits enormously effective. The costumes he's
Marriage
is
an
option
most
_
matic messages. Tb get it, he
from Abbott's smartly for- designed are, in places, too
people turn to and James must go to the Japanese
glitzy,
but
generally
mirror
th rig ht direction. If she w.ere
Bond is no exception. In Secret Service and see Tiger
all this musical had to offer, it the fashions of the period. As
Fleming's
On Her Majesty's Tanaka. Tiger agrees to give
would be worth the price of a whole, the scenic prnducSecret Service, "007'', on his Bond Magic if he does him a
tion
--while
not
particularly
admiss.ion. But there's nwre;
continuing search for Bio- favor.
inventive,inthe modem·techso much more ....
fe1d
meets Tracy Vicenzo.
Dr. Shatterhahd. a Swiss
Dina Merrill, established as nological vein-- serves the
He again finds Blofeld and citizen, has created a lethal
purpose
adequately.
And
a first rate motion picture
puts an end to his plan of garden . with
poisonous
actress, makes her musical- maybe there is something to
infecting
Britain
with
a
colplants
and
insects
on
the precomedy debut in the role of be said for unpretentious
lection of crop and livestock mises of an old castle in
design.
'Peggy Porterfield,' the chic
pests, but Blofeld eludes North
Eastern
Kyushu.
The work of four of -the
financier of 'Sergei Alexan·Bond's
grasp
one
more
time
Lately,
hundreds
of
Japanese
drovitch's' Russian Ballet American theatre's geniuses
and ttiat is when James Bond citizens are committing suiCompany. Miss Merrill is --Richard Rodgers, Lorenz
loses.
cide in this garden and TanHart,
George
Abbott
and
class personified. Her timing
During
the
story,
Bond
aka
wants Bond to get rid of
is perfect; every word, ges- George Balanchine-- is at ·grows fatigued, decides to this man and his garden
The Virginia Theatre. On
ture and inflection sparkles.
leave the Secret Service and before any more people die.
And there is George S. Irv- Your Toes is a grand renais- : marry Tracy. Blofeld sees his Bond agrees to the proposling, veteran Broadway comic sance, and al I the more worth
chance for revenge. After tion and finds out the Dr.
actor. It seems, quite frankly, seeing in a season that has their wedding, as they are Shatterhand is actually Biobeen
more
than
a
trifle
thin
that he has been playing loventertaining . driving away on their honey- feld who came to Japan to
able egocentrics al I his I ife. on
moon, Blofeld machine guns retire. That is when Bond
Here, as ballet impresario, entertainment.
their car, trying.to end Bond's makes his move and kills his
"See
the
pretty
lady,
top
of
Alexandrovitch; he leaves us
further interference in his wife's murderer.
the crop/
with a droll cartoon, and
laughter abounds whenever You want to know the way the
wind blows?/
he is onstage. He is not without calm gentility, however, Then, my boy, you've got to
hop/
and he handles the lovely,
Up
on
your toes
"Quiet Night" reprise with
. Up on your toes!"
grace and sensitivity, making
r--_,,._..._,,_..,,.__,,.._._.-,
it one of the high spots in the
Solution -~to
show.
The plot of On Your Toes
Weight Loss
~
concerns the efforts of a colShaklee, America's.·
lege music professor whose
heart and soul have their
leading manufacturing ii
roots in dance (he is the
~ of nutritional products,
headliner son of a headliner
has now developed the
son of a headliner in vaudecomprehensive weight
ville), to convince Alexandrovitch to produce the ballet,
loss product I
)
"Slaughter
on
Tenth
Exten. sive clinical
Avenue," composed ,by one
).
testing
at two of the
of his students. It is a light,
airy
framework
--mildly
~ nation 's f o re· m as t ~
satiric in its treatment of Rusmedical universities )
sian ballet-- for some ingra~ res u It e d in safe, )
tiating
show-tunes,
effective average weight ~
sublimely
old-fashioned
comedy,
and
energetic,
loss of4-6 lbs. per week.
inspired dancing.
r Shaklee Slim . Plan is r Dudley Moore portrays ·a psychiatrist who falls in love with a
"Slaughter
on
Tenth
J
J New York playwright, Elizabeth McGovern, in the romantic
~ 100% nutritionally \ - comedy, LOVESICK~ The Ladd Company releasethru Warner
Avenue," with its jazz syncopation representing --at least
balanced. Guaranteed ~ Bros. stars Dudley Moore, Elizabeth McGovern, John Huston
within the context of the
j~~~~~~[~'-Y~~:-·~----J and Alec Guinness. Written and directed Marshall Brickshow-- a step into the twen- ~·~·~·~~· ~·~·~~-~
man, it was produced by Charles Okun.
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ON YOUR TOES, A revival of
thf!.1936 musical-comedy.
Music by Richard Rodgers;
Lyrics by Lorenz Hart; Book
by Rodgers & Hart and
George
Abbott.
Musical
Direction by John Mauceri;
Musical Numbers Choreographed by Donald Saddler;
Original
Ballet
Choreography by George Balanchine re-created by Peter
Martins; Directed by Mr.
Abbott. An ANT A/Kennedy
Center Production, at The
Virginia Theatre, 245 W. 52nd
Street, New York City.
(Opened March 6, 1983.)
By Matt. Peter Donoghue
What can you say about a
ninety-five
years
young
theatrical wizard, now celebrating his seventieth anniversary in show business,
who with this present production of On Your Toes
marks his 120th New York
production? The word, my
friends, is phenomenal! Also,
with On Your Toes, he is the
director of Broadway's newest· musical hit.
There are so many wonderful things about this show
that it is very difficult to know
where to begin, and very difficult to control my enthusiasm. I'll take a stab at the
former and to hell with the
latter. Just at random, let's
start with the Rodgers & Hart
score. From the charming,
"It's Got To Be Love," and the
lilting, "Very Glad To Be
Unhappy;" to the popular hit,
"There's a Small Hotel,"
Rodgers' music is easy to
listen to, a delight to the ear,
enough to warm one's heart.
And speaking of Hart-- in the
art of sophisticated, dexteritous lyricism, Lorenz Hart has
few equals. He left quite a
legacy of wit and intelligence, innovating for all time
the literacy of Broadway
show songs.
On Your Toes first bowed
on - Broadway
in
1936.
Rodgers & Hart had conceived the (then) bold idea of
incorporating formal dance,·
particularly the ballet, into
the libretto of a musicalcomedy. They asked George
Abbott, who had directed the
book scenes in their previous
effort, Billy Rose's Jumbo. to
develop their scenario. -And
after the opening, Ray Bolger
became a star :That's the historical background in a
nutshell.
Let's get to the business at_
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College Spirit
Alive & Well
AtBSC

Bears Business
By Mike Storey
Well, the winter sports season is finally over, but what a
season! The men's basketball
team (21.:.6) finished off the
year with a heartbreaking
loss to Clark (82-80) in the
NCAA Northeast Regional
final last Saturday night. The
Bears played superbly
throughout the game, coming back from an It-point
deficit to take the lead 7 4-73,
but a couple of clutch hoops
by Clark put the game out of
reach at the end·'
Al Howard had a solid tournament as he scored 35
points and pulled down 14
rebounds for the two games.
For his efforts, Al was
selected to the "All-Tourney"
team.
The Bears made it to the
finals on last second basket
by Mark Dias in Friday night's
victory over Muskingum College (56-54). Both games
were highlighted by fantastic
support from Bears fans who
made the journey from B.S.C.
Congratulations to coaches
Paul Byron and Paul Ward, as
well as the team for a great
year.
Our women's basketball
team (17-8) represented us
well in the NCAA Northeast
Regional tournament held at
Eastern Connecticut State
this past ~eekend. The girls
played a tough Clark squad
opening night and lost (85-

71). They came back strong
the next night though to
defeat host Eastern Connecticut (71-57). Forward Jody
Callicutt made the "All Tournament" squad for her 35
points and 26 rebounds in the
two games.
The ladies end the year
ranked third in New England
and with a record that was
totally unexpected by everyone. Hats off to "Coach of
the Year" Bo Ruggiero and
Mark Champagne for their'
efforts this year.
Last but not least, is the
women's' gymnastic team
who took a second place in
the New England Division Ill
Gymnastic Championship
held this weekend at Central
Connecticut. The ladies finished the year with a (7-1)
record. Co-captain Andrea
Kershaw is the only senior on
this squad, so next year's
te~m should be even stronger
with almost everyone returning. Congratulations to
Coach Marjorie Smith for her
great dedication in making
this team so successful.
lntramurals
The Intramural basketball
championship game for men
wHI be held tonight· at 8:00
p.m. The Force will be taking
on either Smegma or the
M~ffdivers in the game which
wifi, "be played on the main
cou'rt.

The · women's basketball
playoffs will be 'taking place
on March 29 and 31, after
break. See Jody and Sallie for
details.
Intramural Men's Street
Hockey and softball (men,
women, coed) will be starting
up the week of April 4. Captains meetings for all teams
will be held Thursday, March
31 in the Kelly Gym at 11:00
a.m. (Free Period). Rosters
will be handed out at this as
well as rules and regulations.
Women's weight training
and aerobics will be continuing into next semester at their
regular times. Response to
these classes has been overwhelming. It's nice to see
physical fitness is a big priority for students at Bridgewater.

B.A.l.R.S.
There will be a trip to the
Red Sox first night game on
Tuesday, May l against the
Oakland A's. Tickets will be
reserved bleachers (so you
can go crazy} and will go on
sale at the end of April.
Final arrangements will
soon be made for BSC's first
annual Triathalon that will
consist of: (500-yard swim, 8mile bike, and 3.5 mile run).
Prizes will be awarded for
each division.
Have a good break, and
bring me back some oranges
or some sand for my beach!'

Men's Swimmers Finls·tt·"Seaso11
The BSC Men's Swim

Team wrapped up its 19821983 season at the 64th New
England Championships at
Springfield College this past
weekend. The Bears performed well, but did not score
any points.
On . Thursday, the 800frees.tyle relay of Greg Cook,
·Mike Piazza, Carl Dietz and
Eric Nordling swam a 7:45:35,
for 21st place. In the Friday
events, many best times were
·hit. Eric Nordling hit his best
time. of :23.49 in the 50 free,
then co-captain Carl Dietz
set a BSC record of 2:11.52 in
the 200-back-stroke, breaking the old record of 2:12.8 set
in 1974. Then Dave Riley
swam a 2:02.43, Mike Piazza
swam a 1:52.95, and Greg
Cook did 1:52.15, all best times
in the 200-free. Will Cheney

turned . ih his best time, a
2:17.7 in the 200-individual
medley, his best by 5
seconds, and Tom Cameron
swam a 2:18.93, his best this
seasorr.
On Frida·y, Dave. Riley
swam :54.48, Will Cheney
swam :54.72, and Eric Nordling swam a :51.48, all personal bests "in Jhe IOO-freestyle. Co-cap1ain Mike Piazza
set a team rec(1rd in the 500free, turning a s:o9.36, breaking the old mark
5:11.42.
Greg Cook swam a 5:13.48,
also his personal best\Piazza
dropped nine.seconds off his
previous best time. Will Cheney then swam his best time
of 1:02.97 in the 100-butterfly,
Carl Dietz swam a 1:01.61 in the
IOO-backstroke, and Tom
Cameron swam a 1:09.36 in
the IOO-breast stroke.

'of

The 400 ·free-relay team of
Mike Piazza, Eric Nordling,
Carl Dietz and Greg Cook
turned in a 3:27 .92, the l:)est
this season. Eric Nordling
had the best split, a :50.48 for
his IOO-year split. Diver Sean
Mulhall competed in both low
and high board events, and
gained valuable championship meet experience.
"We had a pretty successful season this year," commented Coach Yeskewicz.
"We had a 3-3 record and set
some team records, and
we're going to work hard to
be better next year!"
On Monday, co-captain
Mike Piazza set a team record
in the 1,650 yard freestyle,
turning in an 18:12.35. This
time broke the old record of
18:33.2, set in 1975.

BSC Baseball Preview
The 1983 Bears Baseball
team is coming out of winter
hibernation and traveling to.
Virginia for its Spring training. Head coach Fred Brown
and assistant Glen- Chatterton have arranged for .the
Bears to train at the University of Old Dominion's practice facilities.
The .Bears who were 13-13
last seas9n are looking for. ward to an. 1even stronger season this year. This year's
team will ';.be lead by Tri. Captains: Ron McCarthy, Jim
.Robidoux and Brenden Shea.
The Bears will be well
endowed with experience
, especially with two 1982 All

ConJerence players;. Ron
McCarthy and Steve Ogden~
Another factor which will .
help the Bears is their speed,
they were 42 out 46 in the
base stealing department.
The pitching staff looks to
be very strong with returning
starters Steve Ogden, Tony
Barasso & Paul Uva. Steve
Ogden,· who's Earned Run
Average placed him 13th in
the nation two years in a row
·is being heavily scouted. The
ba~es will be well covered by
newcomers Billy Simpsonthird base, Nyles Berry-first
base, and transfer Dan
McHugh at second base.
Brende·n Shea, who was

By Mike Storey
This past weekend I was
involved with the NCAA Nor.:
theast Regional tournament
held at Clark University, in
which our men's basketball
team competed fn. This event
proved to me that school
spirit and pride are abundant
on this campus.
It all began on Friday after..
noom ... Two buses were
reserved to go to the game in
Worcester. With Bridgewater
being known as a "suitcase"
college, I was very doubtful
these would be filled, but
from heavy promotion on the
radio and by the baseball
team, both buses were
packed with fans even the
Celtics would love to have.
I drove on ahead of the
buses and reached the gym
approximately ten minutes
before they did. As I walked
in the place it seemed like
Mass was going on, not a
NCAA playoff game. No
cheerleaders, no fans,
nothing. I thought to myself,
"Boy are we gonna wake this
place up"! And ·did we ever.
With our cheerleaders, mascot, and great fans we took
Clark gym by storm. We
flipped quite ~ few people
out.
That night, Bridgewater
State .defeated Muskingum
College (56-54) on a last
second bucket by Mark Dias.
The crowd went wild and
empfiea··aut Ohto the floor.
"We're in the finals, we won,
we won"! The place was buzzing right into the next game.
Everyone then set upon me
with the big question, "Are
there going to be buses for
tomorrow's final?" My
answer, "Definitely, no problem", and everyone went
home to get geared upforthe

final. But there was a problem, I had no buses for
them ... yet.
J got to a phone and immediately called a bus line who
couldn't guarantee me anything until IO a.m. on Saturday. But I had a good feeling
about it. I immediatley called
the radio station (WBIM) to
announce about the buses on
Saturday. I got 100 tickets
from Clark for the final garrie
and went home with the feeling that everything was
gonna work out!
And it did! Saturday morning I got the OK from the bus
line, so I took off for 8.S.C. to
pass· the word. I went from
dorm to dorm selling tickets
to everyone, with the apartments being my last stop as
everybody was outside haviQg a party and enjoying the
great weather. I still had this
good feeling about that night.
Again, both buses were
packed with crazy fans. And
again, I beat the bus up to
Clark. But this time when I
walked in the place was
jammed with Clark fans. We
were really outnumbered.
The cheerleadedrs came to
me, "Are they coming?" All I
said was, "You'll know when
they're here".
Sure enough, 150 strong
again took that place over
even though they were outnumbered 10-1, you knew
where they were from. It was
just the edge our team
needed to get them sky high
for the game. And even
though they lost to Clark (8280) it was the finest game of
the season by, far.
Our fans are super and I
hope the support continues
throughout the entire year
because with spirit like that it
makes me glad I'm part of the
Bridgewater State family.

Mini Sports View ·

to

switched form third
shortstop should work well with
McHugh. The outfield, which
is probably the fastest in the
conference, will consist of
·Tracy Whitcomb, Ron
McCarthy and Scott Robidoux, but hard-working Mark
Peletier ·will also see some
action. The designated hitting duties will be split
between Mike Belliveau and
Bill Drew.
The Bears are looking forward to a very competitive
and successful season. We
wish the Bears the best of
luck. Hope to see you all out
on the Baseball field!!
·

I've just got a few things to
say before I break out of here
and stay up all night to study
for my Accounting midterm.
1. Congratulations to the
men's and women's basketball teams for their outstanding seasons and great
showings in the NCAA
regionals.
2. A large size thanks and
great team Spirit to all the,
fans who supported the
teams in the past few weeks.
3. Welcome aboard to Dr.
Stephen Smalley, as··the new
f.{dvisor for the Men's
Lacrosse Club.
4. Congratulations fo the
Men's Swim team, the

Women's Swim team and the
Gymnastiqs team for fine
efforts during, their seasons.
5. A note to all coaches, that
as of today nomination forms
will be available in the Comment office, for Budweiser
athlete of the week.
6. Thanks to everybody who
helped.
Well enjoy your 9acation
and send me a postcard if
you're going anywhere. I'll
be on the·so-rmy beaches of
Rhode Island, listening to the
Go-go's and losing weight.
(Twenty pounds, Doc.) thoperu11y>

Enjoy.

Chris Harwood

